29 APRIL 2020 - PRESS RELEASE
MIRABAUD ASSET MANAGEMENT
FURTHER STRENGTHENS UK WHOLESALE CAPABILITY

London, 29th April 2020 – Mirabaud Asset Management – the investment arm of the
Mirabaud Group, an independent wealth and asset management group established in
1819 – has strengthened its UK wholesale sales team with the addition of Ozan Kazim.
Kazim, who joins from Slater Investments, has more than a decade of asset management experience, in both
investment management and fund distribution. He was head of distribution at Slater for the past five years,
prior to which he was a private client broker from 2009.
The arrival of Kazim further strengthens Mirabaud Asset Management’s UK wholesale capability and demonstrates the group’s long-term commitment to client relationships in this important space. Kazim reports into
Selina Tyler, the head of UK wholesale at Mirabaud Asset Management.
In the UK wholesale market, Mirabaud Asset Management is witnessing increased demand for its global equity
franchise – headed up by managers Anu Narula and Paul Middleton – which was launched over six years
ago with a high conviction portfolio targeting strong thematic and ESG leaders. The group’s UK equity and
fixed income capabilities are also seeing heightened UK wholesale investor interest.
Selina Tyler comments: “Mirabaud Asset Management has built up a strong reputation in the UK as a provider
of high-conviction and responsible investment solutions. We have a long-term commitment to the UK and the
addition of an experienced professional such as Ozan will further boost our relationships in the wholesale
market.”
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Mirabaud Asset Management
With offices in Geneva, Zurich, Paris, London, Madrid, Barcelona and Milan the Mirabaud Group’s Asset
Management division focuses on investment management and advisory services.
Its offer includes:
-

domestic, regional and international equities;
flexible, convertible and high-yield bonds;
alternatives;
multi-assets;
private equity.

With a focus on value creation, Mirabaud Asset Management’s investment philosophy is based on a long-term
vision, strong convictions and risk-adjusted performances.
For more information, please visit our website: www.mirabaud-am.com

The Mirabaud Group
Mirabaud was founded in Geneva in 1819. Over time, it has developed into an international Group. Mirabaud
provides its clients with customised financial and advisory services in three core areas : Wealth Management
(portfolio management, investment advisory services and services for independent financial advisors), Asset
Management (institutional management, fund management and distribution) and Securities (traditional brokerage, research, and capital markets).
With some 700 employees, the Group has offices in Switzerland (Geneva, Basel and Zurich), Europe
(London, Luxembourg, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Sevilla and Milan) and the rest of the world
(Montreal, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Montevideo and São Paulo).
For more information, please visit our website: www.mirabaud.com
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